Sealed for Life ZF 5HP 24 Gearboxes

Ian Hissey

X Type, S Type, XK & XJ
On our recent Wheels & Wings Tour to Wollongong,
member John Moremon with his X350 suffered a
number of instances where the gearbox went into
“limp home mode”, causing undue embarrassment
and quite a bit of angst.
Having delivered the car to a Jaguar dealer for
checking, and being told after considerable expense
that they couldn’t find anything, raises the discussion
of the inherent problem in these “sealed for life” 5
speed gearboxes.
The reality is that these gearboxes need to have their oil changed, at most before 80,000klms, and
even as soon as 40,000klms depending on the type of use the vehicle gets. Many gearboxes that
have reached 130,000klms and have had their oil changed, it comes out like treacle sludge — on
the way to expensive damage to the internals of the gearbox.
On the 4WD X Type transfer case, the same applies,
as these hold a very small amount of oil for their use.
Numerous articles have been written on this subject,
the most authoritive in the Jaguar Enthusiast Club
(UK) magazine, where Bob Bates and others have
published articles, and owners have published letters
describing their harrowing experiences.
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Sealed for Life Gearboxes —

Magnets showing amount of debris attached

Filter obviously never been changed
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X Type, S Type, XK & XJ Models
Brett Thomas of Thomas Jaguar (who advertises in our magazine)
holds in stock the special Esso LT 71141 oil, and has changed a
number of our club member’s cars, as well as rebuilding transmissions that haven’t had oil changes.
Also Dennis Trigg of Triggs Motors (who advertises in our magazine)
can look after members in the Toronto and Lake region.
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